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WELCOME TO OUR EBOOK SERIES

Being a team of Digital Marketing specialists, we forever want to share our
wisdom with inspiring entrepreneurs and our friends in different industries.
From this, the eBook Library was born. This being the third of our collection
- Paid Social Advertising, Shooting for Instagram and now, the Do's and
Don'ts.
We are frequently asked about key topics for Social Media, Web Design,
Branding and how to stay active on an ever-changing digital world. From our
Instagram Lives and Video Series we have adapted your questions, insights
and ideas into eBooks. To download, learn and share.
We are forever grateful for your support.
Turn the page for your next digital lesson.

From Abigail, Louise & the Team

DO'S + DON'TS
No.1
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DO - ALWAYS POST HIGH QUALITY CONTENT

"If you wouldn't post it on Piccadilly Circus, don't post it on Instagram" - You & Me
The fact is, more than 1-billion people visit Instagram each month – 130 million of them
tapping on shopping posts to view products. That's 130-million opportunities each month
to make a sale. On Pinterest, 83% of users have purchased with a brand they discovered
while pinning. Eighty-three percent!
If your content is low quality, these opportunities decrease significantly.
Over the years we have coached clients, helping them to understand the power of
content - a few top tips include:
- Remain professional - bacon butties and behind-the-scene snaps are to stay on your
camera roll.
- Capture your products/services in their best light - Social Media is your shop window,
with 130-millions chances, why risk someone being put off because of a low quality photo?
- Strange to think really, but 9/10 who visit your profile will usually come back to view it
again - make it worth the effort!
- Finally, if it's blurry, retake it! We often say iPhone shots are more than adequate and
we always recommend shooting against a blank wall - the perfect background!
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DO'S + DON'TS
No.2
DON'T - BUY FOLLOWERS
Followers don't mean sh*t!
One of our rules-to-live-by surrounds not focusing on the followers - you could have 300
followers with a 50% engagement rate (which would be the bees knees!) or a 10,000
following with a 1% engagement rate - which is better?
We often find that our wonderful clients have been tricked into the idea of buying
followers - 1) you're not buying genuine people, you're buying bots 2) they are NEVER
going to buy from you.
To organically grow following, you have to spend time on the platforms - after all, its
'social' media for a reason. Spend at least half an hour per week (minimum!) engaging with
other followers, finding new accounts, sharing content and commenting (more than 5
words!) on posts.
Let the numbers... and the real followers... roll in.

DO'S + DON'TS
No.3
DO - FOLLOW THE 3C RULE
3 C's - Choose, Capture and Create
The 3Cs are a fantastic blueprint to refer to whilst designing your marketing strategy.
Choose

Choosing the right content for your feed. Is it on brand? Is it high quality? Does it sell your
products? Remember, if you wouldn't post it on Piccadilly Circus...
Capture

Capture your audience. Posting to your Social Media platform unfortunately isn't as simple
as posting a photo - we also need to consider it when your audience will see it. Sprout
Social suggests Instagram is on Wednesday at 11 a.m. and Friday, based on the statistics.
However, you can find out your own audience analytics via the Instagram app or
Facebook Business Manager.
Create

Create simple captions and use hashtags. Captions are best for portraying your
personality, however its always key to remain professional and positive. But remember,
never type too much to make your post clumsy.
For hashtags, we want to be researching those 0-20k followers; too small, it may never
be seen although too big, it may get lost in a sea of content!

DO'S + DON'TS
No.4
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DON'T - POST INSENSTIVE CONTENT

You can be humourous, but stay away from insensitive jokes.
When following trends its hard to avoid jokes, memes and can often be a minefield when
knowing what is to-do and what is offensive. An example would be elections, posting your
personal opinion or contradictory opinions via a business profile (or even a personal profile)
can be incredibly risky and often deter followers.
We always recommend to stay neutral whilst posting on social media and have a mindful
approach to other people's view - in a world that you can be anything, be kind.
Even some of the biggest brands in the world have been caught out!

DO'S + DON'TS
No.5
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DO - TRACK YOUR ANALYTICS

Why invest your time in Social Media if you're not going to track how its performing?
With Instagram rolling out new changes to hide likes, we need to start focusing on the
analytics - a like isn't a true representation of your engagement. The most important
statistics to keep an eye on are:
Reach: The number of unique users that have seen your content.
Impressions: The number of times your content was shown to users.
Website Clicks: Seen in the Insights on Instagram and Facebook - the higher the website
clicks, the better! Then, its time to focus on conversion!
Views: When posting videos and Instagram Stories, watch the views count. Over 300?
You're doing really really well.
Generally, if the number of impressions is exceeding your reach, you are doing well! The
higher your reach, the more your brand awareness is expanding.

DO'S + DON'TS
No.6
DON'T - COMPARE

"Personality begins where comparison leaves off. Be unique. Be memorable. Be confident.
Be proud."
c̶u̶r̶i̶o̶u̶s̶i̶t̶y̶ comparison killed the cat.

Social Media is all about being your own identity, your own brand and not allowing others
to pressurise what you say, post or create. Growing slowly or fast is no representation
of how well your business is performing, reviewing our social success is down to analytics,
content quality and how YOU want to represent your brand.
1k followers or 100k followers still means sales.
Struggling to find your identity? Chat to a member of the You & Me team today and
have a 30-minute FREE Discovery Call.
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DO'S + DON'TS
No.7
DO - USE FREE MOBILE APPS
Key apps, tricks and tips to try!

CANVA

RETOUCH

UNFOLD

Canva is a graphic
design platform, used
to create social media
graphics,
presentations, posters,
documents and other
visual content.

"...there's no easier
way to remove
unwanted items from
your images...”
- The Guardian

Unfold is a story editor
that offers 300+ story
templates. Create
beautiful collage
layouts for Instagram
Stories with designs,
fonts and tools.

DO'S + DON'TS
No.8
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DON'T - BOOST YOUR POSTS...

... you're throwing your pennies on the floor!
Here are the facts; It’s surprising how easy Facebook have made it to ‘boost’ and how
much more challenging they have made it to run an advert and it’s no co-incidence. This is
how they make their money!
A boost will see your content reach more people than organically of course, Facebook is
smart, it wants you to continue easily hitting boost and feeding it money! Like a slot
machine.
The truth is, unless you’re lucky the majority of those extra viewers aren't likely to
respond to your content in a way that'll make a significant impact on your business.
With a Facebook ad you can target languages, behaviour, frequency that your ad is
shown, lookalike audiences to who have visited your website for example, exclude certain
audiences (i.e. those who already like your page), market for conversions.
Facebook will serve boosted posts to those who are most likely to like or comment,
however most likely have NO interest in your business, the audience is not half as targeted
as it should be. It’s a waste of money, you can get far better, more cost-effective
advertising through Facebook advertising.

DO'S + DON'TS
No.9
DO - CREATE VIDEO CONTENT
Videos on the whole are better for engagement but this also depends on your target
audience and marketing budget!
Videos come with production cost and are more time consuming to put together so
people tend to use imagery. You can create various video alternatives in Facebook Ads
Manager and Canva that you should play around with, get creative!
There are plenty of other options to avoid hefty video production.
- Canva
- Clips
- Facebook and Instagram Lives (these can be saved on your profiles; remember to
create a catchy cover photo to engage your audience and keep within your profile
aesthetic!)
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DON'T - STOP HAVING FUN!
At You & Me, we always believe in having fun,
using Social Media in a positive light - to do
better, share your magic and inspire.
Be kind.
We're always here.

DO'S + DON'TS
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LET'S WORK
TOGETHER

hello@youandmecollective.co.uk
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